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Worlds Beyond Worlds
A catalog of Enjin Multiverse assets.
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Introduction
The Enjin Platform empowers game
developers to create something almost
magical — virtual realms that can be
bound to each other, connected by blocks
and chains.
A gaming multiverse.
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What is a Blockchain Gaming Multiverse?

A blockchain gaming multiverse is a collective gaming reality created by integrating
a collection of blockchain assets with multiple games.
In other words, a gaming multiverse is a collaborative gaming project where multiple
game developers agree to use the same shared, decentralized database for some (or
even all) of their in-game assets. This enables gamers to utilize a speci c blockchain
asset in every game that is a part of a gaming multiverse (e.g., if a player owns a
sword in Game A, they will also own it and can use it in Game B).
Unlike gaming multiverses presented in ction (e.g., the OASIS in Ready Player One),
which are centralized (meaning that all games and assets within the multiverse are
controlled by a single entity), a blockchain gaming multiverse is decentralized. Ingame assets in a blockchain gaming multiverse are owned by gamers, while
individual game developers control only the games they create.
Blockchain technology is the only way to create a “real” gaming multiverse, as a
centralized multiverse would, in practice, be a single game made and controlled by a
single entity.
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What is a Multiverse Asset?

A multiverse asset is an in-game blockchain asset that can be used across multiple
games.
Depending on individual design choices made by game developers, multiverse
assets can retain their appearance across games (e.g., a sword in one game is also a
sword in another game) or they can change in appearance (e.g., a sword in one game
becomes a gun in another).
Multiverse assets can have “shared” metadata variables, meaning they can be
leveled up. For example, a sword that’s upgraded in one game would be upgraded in
another; a character that is leveled up in one game is also leveled up across all
games within a multiverse.
Aside from their reserve value, multiverse assets have an additional layer of security.
If a game that is a part of a multiverse fails for whatever reason, multiverse assets
can still be used in other multiverse games.
Nearly any “regular” in-game asset can be a multiverse blockchain asset.
Here are a few of categories and examples:
Items: A sword that can be used in Games A, B, and C.
Characters: An in-game character that can be leveled across multiple games.
Pet: A cat that follows the player in any game.
Vehicles: A car that can be used across multiple games.
NPC: A sidekick that follows and helps a player across multiple games.
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"Iron whales sailing across oblivion seas adorned
with newborn stars. Realms of dragons, re and
blood, permeated with magic of the ancients.
Muddy, crimson elds adorned with ferric thorns,
where machines of war crumble the bones of those
that fell. Countless Wanderers endlessly traveling
these worlds."

The Bard
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Archspire

Sometimes known as “Starborn Icicles,” Archspires are created in the
aftermath of anomalous supernova explosions. Each time a sapphire star
made of burning ice and materialized thoughts implodes, it scatters the
Archspires throughout the ve dimensions of space and time.
These strange artifacts can be found through many universes, taking
countless shapes and forms.
What they have in common is the relentless, arcane fury contained within
them — pure electro-magical energy in the form of ENJ.

View on EnjinX
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Tramyarus Quarter

"Every single Tramyarus Quarter in existence is actually a manifestation of
a single coin moving backward and forward in time," Sylvin To'Laris,
professor of Realm Mechanics at the Neo-Helicon College of Arcaneology,
would often reply when asked about the mythical coin.
His esteemed colleague, Sa'Stevinci Oris, Grand Chronicler of the Many
Worlds, taught his students about a different part of the same story:
"Empires can be forged with blood... or with coin. In the case of the rst
Helicon Empire, it was both—coin paid for oceans of blood.
It is a well-known historical fact that Tramyarus Quarters were created by
the Sorcerer Xiryon, who used them to hire legions of mercenaries that
ultimately put him on the throne of the rst Helicon Empire."
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"Iron, silver, gold—the coin can be any material you wish for," Aenea
Hydraxis, Arch-Enchantress of the College, would always begin as she
presented one of the few coins found on the entire planet of Neo-Helicon.
"In a pocket of a mercenary spellsword, this coin was much, much more
than a prized fortune or a token of the Emperor's trust. Today, in the hands
of a skilled sorcerer, it is... well, just watch," she'd often say as she drank a
vial of poison, dying almost instantly, only to be brought back from the dead
moments later.

View on EnjinX
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Stormwall

Stormwall shields. Not many are left, these days—most were destroyed in a
series of devastating civil wars that plagued and ultimately fractured the
Sovereignty of Hyperion-Helix, the rst multiverse-spanning empire that
dominated hundreds of worlds, spanning dozens of realms.
Initially used by the Sentries, an elite military force sworn to protect the
Empire to their last breath, Stormwall shields are now scattered through
the multiverse — many are hidden under torched, ancient ruins of broken
worlds, some are sold at incredible prices at heavily guarded antique shops,
and only a handful are in possession of those rich — or brave enough to
acquire them.

View on EnjinX
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APG-M55

Arcane Plasma Gun - Model 55, widely known as Nethermiser, is a ranged
electro-magical weapon that res extremely energized particles.
This remarkably ef cient handgun is manufactured by the Abysspell
Industries Inc., and was designed for one purpose and one purpose only —
making sure that any threat is dealt with swiftly and without mercy.

View on EnjinX
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Starbow

The oldest known evidence of electromagical bows comes from the
arcaneological site of the Vesnas Caves, a cluster of mysterious caverns
rumored to have once been spread across multiple worlds. Primordial cave
paintings depict ancient humans wielding simple hunting bows adorned
with unre ned blue gems, borrowing their arcane energy to instantly
enchant every arrow shot.
Tens of thousands of years later, the evolution of electromagical weapon
manufacturing led to Starbows—arcane weapons with legendary
properties, enabling their wielders to summon azure arrows with thoughts
alone and control their trajectories with the sheer force of their will.

View on EnjinX
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Pegasoid Steed

For centuries, denizens of the cloud-world of Wadrel believed the Great
Dream was nothing more than an ancient myth—until they all started
dreaming it again...
Together.
Night after night, billions found themselves reliving the same nightmare,
watching as their advanced civilization was obliterated into nothingness by
an incomprehensible enemy.
At the end of the dream, an apparition of a winged horse would appear—a
collective memory, as well as a prophecy of the only thing capable of
saving their world for a second time.
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A desperate search ensued, as ancient, untouched forests were combed for
a breed thought long extinct. Finally, after years of questing, a lone, last
horse was found.
The ancient creature's mind was copied countless times into esh speedgrown in massive, arcane cloning facilities, and carefully merged with
electromagical steel.
This time, the Wadrelians welcomed—and defeated—the invading force
with immeasurable armies of cybernetically enhanced spellswords, each
riding the most sophisticated, noble war machine ever bred: the Pegasoid
Steed.

View on EnjinX
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Primythical Chest

As written in the fourth edition of “Book of the Ruindawn,” Primythical
Chests contain fabled treasures, and are hidden through a myriad of
universes by the Creators of Realms themselves — the Architects.
The wood-and-iron vaults are shrouded by the veils of time and space —
and can only be found by the most courageous and intelligent Wanderers.

View on EnjinX
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Aeonclipse Key

Forged by unknown, mystical entities at the very beginning of the
multiverse, countless Aeonclipse keys were taken by a group of Architects
and dispersed through their creations — entire universes.
The keys are said to unlock Primythical Chests, legendary vaults hiding
immense treasures.

View on EnjinX
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Soulshift Armor

It is said that the secret of Soulshift steel production was discovered by a
mythical blacksmith whose name is lost to the pages of history.
All that is left is his eternal legacy — an alloy of fomorphic iron infused with
fudrang wood embers, now commonly used to forge one of the best armor
pieces used by warriors across the multiverse.
Adorned with azure gems and born in the aftermath of unimaginably hot,
magical res, Soulshift Armor is a peculiar, mighty relic, valued for its
incredible sturdiness.

View on EnjinX
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The Mask of U'thuchul

The only available information about the Mask of U'thuchul comes in the
form of ancient verses written in the Elder Book of Ta'Anathi:
"The Mask of U'thuchul
He wore before the sons of arcane,
In defense of his realm.

Amongst all, he alone was transcendent,
Clairvoyant to all of space and time,
Finding no power to match his own.

Worlds beyond worlds shifted before his eyes,
Sending his mind to Always,
Everywhere and Forever."
/

"Secrets unbeknownst to mortal men,
He dreamed while his brethren fell,
In defense of their realm.

The Mage-King woke in glorious wrath,
Taking the battle to the warlocks,
Deathmancers from another domain.

His spell-brothers that still stood,
Joined their sovereign in one last charge,
Crying out in primeval vengeance.

Primordial wood and stones of magic,
Covering the face of one true King,
Would now end the invasion.

The war has lasted for not a year,
Not a decade, or a century,
But an era.

Godlike spells clashed in the sky,
Tree-scented runes versus blood-stenching chants,
Nature and life won over oblivion and death.

The Mask of U'thuchul
He wore before the sons of arcane,
And died for his realm."

View on EnjinX
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ForgeHammer

At the dawn of the multiverse, fty hundred Titans used their bare hands to
create ForgeHammers from the swirling, chaotic oblivion left after the rst
battle between the Bull and the Bear.
ForgeHammers were scattered throughout ve dimensions of space and
time and are highly prized for their legendary magical properties.

View on EnjinX
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Wanderer's Elixir

Sometime after dusk, gathered around a warm re, denizens of the moon of
Ethyss will often tell an ancient, grim tale about a strange, otherworldly
liquid.
The reason each bottle of the Wanderer's Elixir seems to hold in nite liquid,
they would whisper, is a dreary secret: the crimson uid is actually the
blood of thousands of fallen warriors, cursed to ght a never-ending battle.
They would point at the amber-red line in the sky—the Fireblood River—
and narrate a tale of an ancient wizard. Drunk with the desire for power,
the sorcerer put an evil spell on two opposing armies. Each morning, the
warriors would be reborn, only to die before dusk—but not before their
magical blood fed the river bed.
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It is said that the mage created an unknown number of bottles of the
mysterious elixir, using inter-dimensional runes to link each vial to the
crimson river.
Steelfolk of the dragonworld of Hairn dismiss this story as an old
superstition, instead believing the liquid is created by the bottle itself, as a
consequence of a powerful electro-magical eld.
Whatever its true origin, the Wanderer's Elixir is one of the rarest and most
potent liquids across the Multiverse, used for everything from powering
airships and even entire cities, to regenerating lost limbs and inducing
magical visions of strange, other worlds.

View on EnjinX
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Epochrome Sword

Epochrome Swords can only be forged on dragonworlds — immense discs
dotted with oceans and continents, carried on the backs of planet-sized
dragons.
Adorned with a single soul-sapphire and engraved with magical runes,
each Epochrome Sword is a beautiful, elegant instrument of death. These
incredibly effective, chrome-plated weapons can’t be touched by the
relentless hand of time — they will remain sharp and unaffected by
corrosion, even thousands of years after they were forged.

View on EnjinX
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Shadowsong

Made of Fudrang wood and adorned with an amethystine gem infused
with a soul of a dragon, Shadowsong can be a terrifying weapon in the
hands of a skilled spellcaster.
It is said that the Archmage-General Elerius used a Shadowsong to cause a
double eclipse that blinded the enemy army, while granting nightvision to
the legions of this legendary conqueror. Slaughter ensued and blood
painted the valley as the light of the binary stars became blocked by twin
moons.
Victory was won with magic.
Shadowsong can be a formidable tool even in the hands of inexperienced
sorcerers, enabling them to cause both benevolent wonder and wonderful,
savage horror.
View on EnjinX
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Mike

Arngrim Spankblaze the Third, Earl of Neo-Kattegat, the Hungoverlord,
Stealer of Titanwine,” commonly known as “Mike,” is likely the least
fortunate individual in the entire multiverse.
An avid drinker—but also a brave warrior, Mike dared to steal the only
bottle of Fomorphic Nectar ever made. Problem is, the owner of the wine
bottle turned out to be an especially vengeful goddess—R’aenea the
Huntress, a deity with powers that stretch across not only her realm, but all
the domains of the multiverse.
Her wrath was only made stronger due to the fact that Mike used his
legendary charm on her in order to obtain the mythical beverage, said to
be the most potent and tasty drink made across all dimensions of space
and time.
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As the mighty hero ran down the stairs of the celestial palace, still putting
his pants on, the goddess casted an unimaginable curse on his poor soul—
his essence was duplicated into in nity, scattered across an everlasting sea
of diverse realms, and sentenced to live potentially in nite lives while taking
a myriad of different forms.
Sometimes a talking, sarcastic sword, occasionally a mighty, cranky dragon,
at times a bizarre cybernetic golem, every so often an entire planet—but
usually just a simple, grumpy rock—Mike has as many names and can take
almost as many shapes and forms as there are universes.
Sometimes, as new domains come into existence, his soul is shredded
again, doomed to whatever unfortunate destiny awaits it in the new,
swirling cosmos.
Mike is perhaps one of the most peculiar and sought-after possessions
among Wanderers, due to his outlandish sense of humor, almost ubiquitous
usefulness in tricky situations, and the fact that he usually changes his form
when carried to another universe.

View on EnjinX
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Oindrasdain

Oindrasdain is a fearsome and powerful weapon.
According to the Saga of the Seven Worlds, the battleaxe design was
invented by the members of the Order of Sylas, a legendary faction of
mages that toppled a god-tyrant, lifted the barriers keeping them trapped
inside their own realm, and continued to mercilessly spread their rule
across the multiverse — as well as their mystical knowledge.
The secrets of the Order found their way to countless sorcerers across a
myriad of realms, who used their newly-obtained craft of mythspell
weaving to infuse weapons with powerful electro-magical properties — the
cleaver becoming one of the most replicated designs.

View on EnjinX
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